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aspects of the following are taken in exercises very few attempts
from the report of the teaching have begun to succeed in meeting
english as a second language ma-
terials

the second need the classes which
development center an in most nearly simulate the functioning

vestigationvestigation of new concepts in use of linguistic signaling are not
language learning language learning classes so much

the language teaching profession is as classes in which the basic language
challenged today by a number of im-
portant

has been learned and in which the
needs two of those are language is then used as a medium

taken here for special consideration of communication in continuing with
1 providing for a high degree of further learning of other related areas

indivdualindividual participation by each student such as literature culture linguistic
and 2 simulating in classroom work analysis etc these are impoimportantrtdnt
much more nearly than heretofore but they go beyond the basic skills
the functional use of linguistic in the language in this presenta-

tionsignaling the central question is can we
from the very early stages of the
course use language more nearly

dr gerald dykstra is presently a
professor at the university of collteiitsconten tshawaii and principal planner for
the language arts for elementary communication in language learning
schools at the hawaii curriculum by gerald dykstra page I11
center

tonga 11II peace corps program
by eric shumway page 3

choral practice by a whole class
of students simultaneously responding gramGrawgrammarsmarsnars as classifications
to a teachers cues constitutes one by yao shen page 5

beginning attempt to meet the first why pattern practice
of thesetheseneedsneeds language laboratories by william D conway pagege 7

have also been developed in response 1968 TESOL convention page 11
to the first of these needs other
responses have been made as well
each of these responses succeeds in asia pacific TESL group suggested
one fashion or another in getting more page 12

people participating simultaneously
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as it used outside of the classroom these utterances are made by begin-
ningthat is to communicate meaningfully learners to other beginning

and to at least some extent non learners it is conceivable that degree
predictably to accomplish purposes of effective non predictability may
the listener may be unaware of until be a reasonably close approximation
he hears the spoken utterances it to what it is in many if not most
has been shown that it is now clearly out of classroom situations among
possible to accomplish this and native speakers
thereby to meet the second need overt responsewithin the classroom A US office required
of education project report on the the principal innovation of the
TESL materials development center experimental material is that they
project HE 084 recently completed feature communication of this more

and available through the US office realistic nature and that the success
of educations ERIC dissemination or failure of each communication
services demonstrates language attempt itself serves as the primary
practice in which each learner is in reinforcement for correct responses
a responsive environment of other or punishment for incorrect ones
learners in this program each after initial presentation and prac-

ticelearner individually within the a pupil hearer must respond
matrix of social situations is con actively overtly and appropriately
stantlyscantly engaged in making language to a pupil speaker whose message
related decisions the student is he cannot predict preparing
alternately required to select the materials which are to be used in
language appropriate to accomplish-
ing

accomplishing this requires careful
a task he has been set and to attention to the details of sequencing

select an overt physical response that and provision for abundant individinvivid
is appropriate to a non predictable ual practice through multiple unit
request that is made of him the classroom organization in which the
form of the request in these experiexpert teacher doesnotdoes not have to be present
mental materials is non predictable with each group at all times to
by the hearer within the limit of the do anything less means thattiethatthethat the pupils

contrastive utterances that are being would not have sufficient opportunity
presented in any given unit As such to individually make selections of
it may be said they are not as non responses or to select the language
predictable as utterances by a native stimuli which mtputdut into use will
speaker recognizing however that permit them to accomplish a variety

of nonlinguistic or supra linguistic
TESL reporter goals

A quarterly publication of the eng-
lish

in the 150 illustrative units com
institute and the BATESL municationmunication activities are always pre

program cf the church col iele ge of ceded by presentations in the pre-
sentationshawaiihawali pupils learn new language

editor william D conway as-
sistant and intensive patternedcontent getprofessor of english and
TESL practice in saying the words andanc

sentences they will use in the com
staff mrs alice pack instruc-

tor
municationmunication activities at the same

of english and TESL tiem while learning the meanings
articles relevant to teaching they will usually make the objects

english as a second language in used for the communication activity
hawaii the south pacific and the communication activity is theasia may be submitted to the editor crucial of each unit thethrough box 127 the church college part pre
of hawaii laielalela ie hawaii 96762 sentationdentationsentation functions as an introduction
manuscripts should be double spaced or preparation
and typed not exceeding three pages the presentation and communicomminiand typed not exceddingexceeding three
pages deadline for the summer
edition is may 1 1968 please turn to page 8
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communicationco unicationubicationUni
0 cationcadion

0
M controlled

continued from page 2 once small group work in the
framework of a multiple unit class

cation activity booklet demonstrates design is almost inherent in the
how each activity works immedi communication requirement
atelyabely after each presentation there corollary concept 14aflaffla1.414 com
must be a demonstration of the com-
munication

municationmunication will approximate social
muni cation activity with one group use of language more closely if it
of pupils detailed instructions are develops out of a supra linguistic
given for dividing the class while purpose rather than only out of a
the other groups observe only then test situation designed to see if a
do the other groups begin the com-
munication

pupil can do what he is supposed to
munication activity when the groups be able to do futhermorefurthermoreFuthermore it isare active it is the teachersteacher s job the contention here that part of the
to supervise them and see that each test must include setting the pupil
group is working smoothly but as in a situation in which he deter
much as possible without help from mines selects and uses the languagethelanguage
the teacher the activities must elements which will be of benefitwork if only briefly without the to him in accomplishing his supra
immediate participation of the linguistic goals accordingaccordinglyiv a
teacher superordinate purposewillpurposepurposewillwill be incorancor

that part of the conceptual frame-
work

poratedborated as an integral part of eachwhich deals with communication communication activityaspects of the materials is the corollary concept 15 checkingfollowing on comprehension can be accomaccodprimary concept plishedplishek more readily when the approampro
priatepreate responses to linguistic cuesprimary concept other primary

concepts of the project arearenotprenot pre are overtvert shyp wicalstealsicalwicai responses
senteddented here controlled but non corollary concept iglg1.616 to effect
predictable functional use of com communication the pupil will select
municationmunication both linguistic responses and overt

corollary concept iili1.111 communicommini physical responses to linlinguisticlinguistilinguistaguisti
cation implies control over a range stimuli out of a repertoire of such
of signals since these are to be responses available to him
learned and used cumulatively but corollary conceptconcept17171.717 thethesupersuper
substantially without error proper ordinatepurposeordinate purpose implies that out of a
sequencing or programmingprogramingpro graming of content range of possible linguistic and overt
is an inherent requirement pro physical responses only one of
grammingbramminggramming is to be such that it will several or alimited number of many
help avoid errors in matters that will be the correct response
are not part of the teaching point
itself cue is unpredictabiunpredictableUnpredict ablabi e

corollary concept 12 communicommini corollary concept 181.818 the lin-
guisticcation requires an ability which im cue will be unpredicatable

lies preliminary learning this is to the pupil listener whose overt
to be accomplished in presentations physical response must nevertheless
which make use of chorchoralchorai and indiai be appropriate
vidual drill and pattern practice corollary concept 19ig1.919 the small
in situations which illustrate and group must constitute a responsive
clarify meanings environment for both speaker and

corollary concept 131.313 not much responder in the communcatingcommunicating sit
communication practice as defined uationbation toward obtaining such an
below can take place in a large environment each communication ac
class unless more than one com tivitytivitt is required to call for overt
municatingmuni cating process is going on at responses
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but not predictable
corollary concept llolio1.10110 since of in service teacher education

there will be communi-
cations

many corollary concept 1151.15115 thecat ions operating simultaneously ideas of materials that stimulate andand since the teacher will not be educate teachers and of teachingable to monitor each communication language in a variety of modes givethe success or failure of the com rise to the concept of art in teachinteachingdeachinmunicationmunication itself must provide for the and the posibilitypossibility ofof promoting itreinforcement of correct responses by giving teachers graduated exand the extinction of incorrect onesonesoboneso perienceperience in selection among alternateA system of automatic breakdown possibilitiesor cessation of activity in case of
in this conceptual framework combe builterror is to in

municationmuni cation means that the individualphanicphatic communication speaker is to have multiple choices
corollary concept iiiili1.11111 since of linguistic content that he is to

the operational definition for com participate and that only by the use
municationmunication is such that much of participate in a situation in which he
language does not lend itself to con has a purpose superordinate to that
trastivetractivetra stive use in communication actiaati of language practice and that only
vitiescities there must be other provision by the use of recently presented or
for inclusion of practice in the newly learned language forms will
language used for ritual and cele-
bration

he be able to accomplish his super-
ordinateeg greeting polite ex purpose his hearers are

pressionspres sions stories and song this not able to predict his linguistic
includes language content that mali-
nowski

choices but are nonthelessnonetheless required
refers to as phaticphanic com to respond overtly to his linguistic

munion as well as those elements signals by selecting one of a range
of language that are redundant orthatorchator that of potential responses when the
do not occur as linguistic signalers speaker repeatedly and consistently
exclusively but require accompanying accomplishes his purpose without the
gestural or situational signals necessity of repetition or extraneous

corollary concept 1121.12112 inclusion signals like translation communi-
cationof language elements which do not is to be assumed

lend themselves to functioning use materials motnotnon on market
in communication activities implies communication has a restricted
exclusive reliance on other modes meaning here such that no published
of language instruction for their foreign language materials include it
teaching these will include songs in their design only in rare in
22yphysical education activities pre stances can one find something re
plapiaplayletsplaylessplaylets playletsplaylessplaylets and improvisationsim2rovisations semblingdemblingsembling it and in those ininstancesstancesstancek
as well as the repetition and pattern it is usually sporadic and peripheral
practice drills of the presentations to the materials in which it is found
referred to above and reading and the major hypothesis for the pro-

jectwriting materials was that the concept of communi-
cationcorollary concept 1131.13113 each could be manifest in english

mode of teaching can be so presen as a second language materials for
ted that it helps to teach itself children A corollary hypothesis
materials can aim toward a format was that such materials would be
that permits use without the re-
quirement

operable in the classroom
quiquirerementmem of prior specialteacherspecial teacher the appraisals were first of in
training programs ternal consistency the realization

corollary concept 1141.14114 good of the concepts in the classroom to
materials may well be teacher ed the extent indicated by feedback from

jicatmg1.1 qaing and thus constitute a type the tryouttry out centers the first ap
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communicationcommunfcah on
praisai constituted a major part of a
doctoral dissertiondissectiondissertion the second ap-
praisal began in the summer of 1964
and includes observation and analysis
by project personnel supervisors
and teachers in ten try out centers
in various parts of the world new
york city the choctaw reservation
in mississippi the navaho reser-
vation in new mexico puerto rico
saipansaifan peru ethiopia nigeria japan
and new guinea internal appraisals
and feedback reports separately
served as the stimulus for repeated
revision of all materials

we feel that the results of re-
search on this project presage the
day when the language teaching pro-
fession will consider the controlled
introduction of communication as part
of the language learning process
sets of materials for adult level
secondary school level and primary
school level are now being built on
the basis of the TESL center re-
search other materials development
efforts elsewhere are proceeding
along very similar lines
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